
The latest, exciting addition to the TRIGA® DISPLAY family… 

TRIGA® Go is an affordable, ultra lightweight and elegant 
textile display solution for the quick construction of display 
stands, walls, towers, totems and  counters.

TOOLLESS MODULAR SCALABLE LIGHTWEIGHT

INNOVATIVE TENSIONED TEXTILE 
DISPLAY SOLUTIONS

IMAGINE  | CREATE | DISPLAY
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TRIGA® SYSTEMS provide INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS for Retail Displays, 
Shop-fitting, Showroom Displays, Activations, Trade Shows, 
Exhibitions, Conferencing, Information Kioks, Interior Design, 
Event Branding and more.

With TRIGA® Go the assembly of small and medium sized textile 
display stands, is now even quicker, with no compromise on the 
seamless quality finish and solid design you’d expect from a TRIGA® 
SYSTEM. With it’s unique patented tensioners, prints are perfectly 
displayed with no unsightly creases. 

TRIGA® Go 
EXPLAINED
A typical TRIGA® Go 
display will consist of a 
number of feet, uprights, 
crossbars and corner 
braces.

TRIGA® Go TENSIONED 
TEXTILE DISPLAY, is the 
preferred solution for 
creating large TEXTILE 
GRAPHIC displays, that 
are cost effective, easy 
to set up and transport. 

Can be showcased in 
single or double-sided 
configurations. 

Four Basic Parts
1. Poles
2. Crossbars
3. Corner Braces
4. Foot Plates
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Easy to Assemble 
with NO Tools 
or technical 
expertise!

Join the top and bottom poles and turn 
the connector collar to lock.
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Join poles to foot plate and turn 
the pole to secure.

Corner braces latch onto 
poles and crossbars for 

added stability.

Parts all fit into practical 
carry bag for easy transport.

3m wall = 15kg5

Insert bottom crossbar connector into 
pole collar and swivel green locking 

button to secure the crossbar.
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Slot crossbar into tensioner. Once the 
textile print is fitted, press down firmly 
on the top of the tensioner to extend it, 

resulting in wrinkle-free graphics.
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The printed textile graphic is fitted with a 
plastic beading that simply slides into the 

groove on the crossbar.



Save on expenses and mix-and-match the standard TRIGA® Go system 
components in different configurations creating ever changing displays. 
Add on components and grow your display as your marketing
requirements evolve. 

• Small to medium sized exhibition stands, brand walls, presentation 
backdrops, pop-up stores and other instore activations.

• Walls, towers, booths and totems up to 2.5m in height.
• For structures where 90-degree angles are required. 
• Low or no weight bearing structures. 
• Professionals with a busy travel schedule. 

TRIGA® Go is PERFECT for:

We deliver BIG on your 
brand message with 
years of marketing 
value from our scalable 
display solutions...

TRIGA® Go is  exceptionally light and compact making it 
the perfect travel companion in terms of portability. 



WITH A TRIGA® DISPLAY EVENTS BECOME
EFFORTLESS WITH QUICK, SEAMLESS SET-UP, 
BREAK DOWN AND EASY TRANSPORTION. 

CONTACT US:

marketing@trigadisplays.com
www.trigadisplays.com

GET SOCIAL WITH US:

www.facebook.com/trigadisplays
www.instagram.com/trigadisplays
www.linkedin.com/company/trigadisplays

Subscribe to the
TRIGA® DISPLAYS YouTube 
channel for set-up video’s 
and tutorials.
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A TRIGA® DISPLAY is designed as a versatile 
system that can be expanded to meet ever 
changing needs. Users are inclined to change 
graphics or add components rather than 
discarding or replacing the unit. 

With a highly durable construction, a TRIGA® 
DISPLAY will outlast traditional textile display 
solutions and in the event of unforeseen dam-
age, parts can be easily repaired and are also 
entirely interchangeable.

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN 
WITH RECYCLABLE PARTS 


